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ABSTRACT
Mapping Nearby Galaxies at Apache Point Observatory (MaNGA) is an integral-ﬁeld spectroscopic survey that is
one of three core programs in the fourth-generation Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS-IV). MaNGA’s 17 pluggable
optical ﬁber-bundle integral ﬁeld units (IFUs) will observe a sample of 10,000 nearby galaxies distributed
throughout the SDSS imaging footprint (focusing particularly on the North Galactic Cap). In each pointing these
IFUs are deployed across a 3° ﬁeld; they yield spectral coverage 3600−10300 Å at a typical resolution R ∼ 2000,
and sample the sky with 2″ diameter ﬁber apertures with a total bundle ﬁll factor of 56%. Observing over such a
large ﬁeld and range of wavelengths is particularly challenging for obtaining uniform and integral spatial coverage
and resolution at all wavelengths and across each entire ﬁber array. Data quality is affected by the IFU construction
technique, chromatic and ﬁeld differential refraction, the adopted dithering strategy, and many other effects. We
use numerical simulations to constrain the hardware design and observing strategy for the survey with the aim of
ensuring consistent data quality that meets the survey science requirements while permitting maximum
observational ﬂexibility. We ﬁnd that MaNGA science goals are best achieved with IFUs composed of a regular
hexagonal grid of optical ﬁbers with rms displacement of 5 μm or less from their nominal packing position; this
goal is met by the MaNGA hardware, which achieves 3 μm rms ﬁber placement. We further show that MaNGA
observations are best obtained in sets of three 15 minute exposures dithered along the vertices of a 1.44 arcsec
equilateral triangle; these sets form the minimum observational unit, and are repeated as needed to achieve a
combined signal-to-noise ratio of 5 Å−1 per ﬁber in the r-band continuum at a surface brightness of 23 AB arcsec−2.
In order to ensure uniform coverage and delivered image quality, we require that the exposures in a given set be
obtained within a 60 minute interval of each other in hour angle, and that all exposures be obtained at airmass 1.2
(i.e., within 1–3 hr of transit depending on the declination of a given ﬁeld).
Key words: atmospheric effects – methods: observational – surveys – techniques: imaging spectroscopy
1. INTRODUCTION
Integral ﬁeld spectroscopy (IFS) at optical and infrared
wavelengths is among the most signiﬁcant developments in
modern observations of galaxies at all redshifts because it
combines the beneﬁts of two-dimensional photometric analysis
with physical diagnostics of baryon composition and kine-
matics (e.g., Emsellem et al. 2004; Law et al. 2009; Bershady
et al. 2010; Sánchez et al. 2012; Fabricius et al. 2014;
Weijmans et al. 2014). Recent advances now enable multi-
object IFS with instruments such as SAMI (Croom et al. 2012),
KMOS (Sharples et al. 2013), and MaNGA (Mapping Nearby
Galaxies at Apache Point Observatory; Drory et al. 2015).
As a part of the 4th generation of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS-IV), the MaNGA project (Bundy et al. 2015) bundles
ﬁbers from the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey
(BOSS) spectrograph (Smee et al. 2013) into integral-ﬁeld
units (IFUs) to obtain spatially resolved optical spectroscopy
of 10,000 nearby galaxies over a 6 year survey. Early
results obtained with prototype MaNGA hardware (Belﬁore
et al. 2015; Li et al. 2015; Wilkinson et al. 2015) demonstrate
the richness of the data for exploring the stellar and gas
composition.
Because current large-format detectors lack energy resolu-
tion throughout most of the electromagnetic spectrum, IFS has
adopted a range of technical approaches to down-selecting and
formatting a subset of the three-dimensional data cube of
wavelength and spatial position onto a two-dimensional
detector array. These approaches yield different, science-driven
trades in the data-cube sampling. Simultaneous and integral
coverage of the spatial ﬁeld is desirable and achieved by a
number of instruments using lenslets (e.g., SAURON, OSIRIS;
Bacon et al. 2001; Larkin et al. 2003) or image slicers (e.g.,
SINFONI, MUSE; Eisenhauer et al. 2003; Bacon et al. 2010).
However, the two current wide-ﬁeld, multi-object, IFS
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instruments—SAMI and MaNGA—use bare-ﬁber arrays to
minimize cost while maximizing ﬂexibility and patrol area, but
at the penalty of not achieving truly integral spatial coverage at
any one time. This shortfall can be overcome by careful
attention to the interplay of the hardware design of the ﬁber
bundles and the observing strategy.
The most immediate challenge is that the MaNGA ﬁber
bundle, composed of circular apertures with large interstitial
gaps that signiﬁcantly undersample the point-spread function
(PSF) at the focal plane of the telescope, has a non-uniform
response across each IFU. This means that (under most
techniques for the reconstruction of images from the data) the
appearance of objects that are small with respect to the ﬁber
size (e.g., active galactic nuclei or H II regions) can vary across
an IFU. The reconstructed image of such unresolved objects
can either look small and circular (if the object was centered on
a single ﬁber), large and circular (if the object was centered in
the interstitial gap between three ﬁbers), highly elongated (if
the object was centered midway between two ﬁbers), along
with any range of shapes in between.
This is highly undesirable from a science standpoint, and
therefore typical ﬁber-bundle IFU surveys (e.g., Croom
et al. 2012; Sánchez et al. 2012) dither their observations.
Small dithers of a fraction of the ﬁber spacing sample the
missing points in the image plane and allow reconstructed
images based on multiple, dithered exposures to achieve fairly
uniform and integral spatial coverage.
This dithering is complicated by atmospheric refraction
however, especially given the extremely wide spatial and
spectral coverage of MaNGA. Chromatic differential refraction
over the MaNGA wavelength range (λλ3600–10300 Å) can be
comparable to the diameter of individual ﬁbers, and ﬁeld
differential refraction (from variation in the amount and
direction of refraction over the 3° ﬁeld of an SDSS plugplate)
contributes similarly. These effects combine to degrade the
effectiveness of a regular dithering scheme in sampling the
image plane.
This paper presents simulations that explore the impact of
these effects on the expected MaNGA data quality, and thereby
constrain the hardware design and observing strategy for the
survey. In Section 2 we give an overview of the SDSS 2.5 m
telescope and plugplate system, along with a brief description
of the MaNGA legacy hardware and IFU ferrule designs
considered for the survey. We describe the basic design
considerations for the survey in Section 3. Using the science
requirements summarized in Section 3.1, typical integration
times set by the read noise characteristics of our detectors
(Section 3.2), and numerical simulations (Section 3.3) we
motivate the need for dithered observations and regular
hexagonal packing of the IFU ﬁber bundles, culminating in a
baseline hardware design and observing strategy described in
Section 3.4. This baseline observing strategy is signiﬁcantly
complicated by atmospheric differential refraction, and we
discuss the impact of chromatic and ﬁeld differential refraction
on our data quality in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 respectively,
deﬁning a uniformity statistic Ω to describe the data quality in
Section 5. Using the Ω statistic we formulate our ﬁnal
observing strategy in terms of visibility windows in Section 6,
noting a few additional practical considerations (e.g., dithering
accuracy and IFU bundle rotation) in Section 7. We summarize
our conclusions in Section 8.
2. OBSERVATORY AND HARDWARE OVERVIEW
2.1. Observatory and Legacy Hardware
MaNGA operates on the SDSS 2.5 m telescope (Gunn
et al. 2006) located at Apache Point Observatory (APO;
latitude ϕ = +32°46′49″). The telescope is a modiﬁed Ritchey–
Chretien with alt-az mount that is designed with an
interchangeable cartridge system that can be installed at the
Cassegrain focus. The MaNGA hardware is described in
greater detail by Drory et al. (2015); here we brieﬂy review the
major salient features of the system.
MaNGA has 6 cartridges, each of which contains a plugplate
with a ﬁeld of view ∼3° in diameter that has been pre-drilled
with holes corresponding to the locations of target galaxies into
which optical ﬁbers and IFUs can be plugged each day in
preparation for a night of observing. These plates are ﬁxed at a
zero degree position angle (i.e., the on-sky orientation of the
telescope focal plane coordinate reference frame is ﬁxed).
Each MaNGA cartridge has a total of 1423 ﬁbers (709 on
spectrograph 1, 714 on spectrograph 2), corresponding to 17
science IFUs ranging in size from 19 to 127 ﬁbers
(12.5–32.5 arcsec diameter; 1247 ﬁbers total), twelve 7-ﬁber
mini-bundles used for spectrophotometic calibration (84 ﬁbers
total; see R. Yan et al. 2015, in preparation), and 92 single
ﬁbers used for sky subtraction that can be deployed within a 14′
radius of their associated IFU harness.14 Each IFU has its
rotation ﬁxed using alignment pins in the ferrules that plug into
corresponding alignment holes located a short distance west of
each target galaxy.
These optical ﬁbers feed the twin BOSS (Dawson
et al. 2013) spectrographs (Smee et al. 2013). The collimated
beams in each spectrograph are split with a dichroic and feed a
blue (λλ3600–6000 Å) and red camera (λλ6000–10300 Å).
The blue cameras use blue-sensitive 4k × 4k e2V CCDs while
the red cameras use 4k × 4k fully depleted LBNL CCDs; all
cameras have 15μm pixels. Spectral resolution varies with
wavelength from R = λ/δλ ∼ 1400 at 3600 Å to R ∼ 2000 at
6000 Å (blue channel), and R ∼ 1800 at 6000 Å to R ∼ 2200 at
10300 Å (red channel; see Figure 36 of Smee et al. 2013).
Spectra from each of these four cameras are extracted
and processed through sky subtraction, spectrophotometric
calibration, astrometric registration, and reconstructed into
three-dimensional data cubes using a software pipeline (D. R.
Law et al. 2015, in preparation) descended from that
previously used for BOSS (idlspec2d; see Bolton et al. 2012;
D. J. Schlegel et al. 2015, in preparation).
The telescope guider system is optimized for a wavelength of
∼5500 Å and uses endoscopic ﬁbers inserted into 16 holes in
each plugplate corresponding to the locations of bright guide
stars. These endoscopic ﬁbers produce images of the guide
stars on a guider camera, and the guider actively adjusts the
focus, scale, rotation, and offset of the telescope focal plane to
track these stars through varying weather conditions and
observing angles.
2.2. IFU Ferrule Design
The ability of an IFU ﬁber bundle to deliver good,
repeatable, and uniform image quality depends most
14 The physical size of the hardware components also deﬁnes a minimum-
distance exclusion zone around each plugged object. These exclusion distances
are 116″ (7 mm), 89″ (5.35 mm), and 62″ (3.7 mm) for IFU–IFU, IFU–sky,
and sky–sky ﬁber placement respectively.
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fundamentally on the arrangement of ﬁbers within the bundle;
while dithering (Section 3.3.2), differential refraction (Sec-
tion 4), and other considerations are important, the ﬁber
placement sets the basis for the sampling regularity of the entire
survey.
As described by Drory et al. (2015), the MaNGA ﬁbers have
an inner light-sensitive core diameter (ID) of 120 μm
(corresponding to 2.0 arcsec in the telescope focal plane) and
an outer diameter (OD) of 151.0 ± 0.5 μm with their protective
buffers and cladding. We originally considered two kinds of
ﬁber bundles for MaNGA, as illustrated in Figure 1. The ﬁrst
was a circular bundle of ﬁbers that maximizes the ﬁlling factor
of light-sensitive ﬁber cores relative to the total IFU footprint
by chemically stripping the protective buffers from the ends of
each ﬁber. As developed for the SAMI survey by Bland-
Hawthorn et al. (2010), these “Sydney-style” bundles max-
imize the effective ﬁlling factor at the cost of decreased ﬁber
throughput due to focal ratio degradation (FRD), greater
fragility of the glass cores, and irregular ﬁber packing due to
the circular ferrule geometry. Based on the numerical
performance simulations described in Section 3.3.3, we
prototyped (and ultimately chose to adopt) a second style of
ﬁber bundle composed of a regular arrangement of buffered
ﬁbers within a tapered hexagonal ferrule for which we
pioneered a novel construction technique (see details in Drory
et al. 2015). While reaching lower effective ﬁlling factor, this
technique improves ﬁber throughput,15 decreases breakage,16
and (by virtue of its hexagonal geometry) permits extremely
regular ﬁber placement within each IFU.
The theoretical effective ﬁber packing density of the
hexagonal IFUs can be deﬁned as the ratio of the total ﬁber
core area (Acore) to the area of the hexagon circumscribing the
ﬁber bundle (Ahex), where:
( )A d N3
2
3 1 (1)hex 2 R
2= +
( )( )A d t N N2
2
1 3 1 . (2)core
2
R Rp= æèççç
- ö
ø÷÷÷ + +
Here d = 151 μm is the OD of an individual ﬁber,
t = 15.5 μm is the thickness of the ﬁber buffer and cladding,
and NR is the number of “rings” in the bundle (NR = 2 for a
19 ﬁber IFU, and NR = 6 for a 127 ﬁber IFU). In Figure 2 we
plot the effective ﬁlling factor f = Acore/Ahex as a function of the
buffer thickness t. In accord with these predictions, the
prototype circular Sydney-style bundles (whose ﬁbers are
chemically etched to an OD of ∼132 μm) achieve a ﬁlling
factor of ∼70%, while the as-built hexagonal bundles with fully
buffered ﬁbers achieve a ﬁlling factor of 56%.
3. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS
3.1. Required Performance
Since the ﬁber bundles consist of 2″ diameter circular
apertures separated by large interstitial gaps, each exposure will
signiﬁcantly undersample the PSF at the focal plane of the
telescope (typically ∼1″. 5) and produce a non-uniform
response function across the face of each IFU. We require
that the MaNGA IFUs deliver sufﬁciently uniform performance
that physical structures do not vary in shape as a function of
where they happen to fall within the IFU (i.e., a circular star
Figure 1. Fiber bundle designs considered for MaNGA (white regions
represent live ﬁber cores). The left-hand panel shows a 127 ﬁber bundle for
which the ﬁbers are arranged in a regular hexagonal array (i.e., the ﬁnal
MaNGA IFU design; shown here is as-built harness ma024); the right-hand
panel shows an example bundle of 61 ﬁbers in a circular packing arrangement
based on that adopted by the SAMI team for use at the Australian Astronomical
Observatory (Croom et al. 2012, compare their Figure 3). Although the
hexagonal arrangement of ﬁbers has greater regularity, the circular arrangement
has greater effective ﬁlling factor since the protective buffers are stripped.
Figure 2. Effective IFU ﬁlling factor (live ﬁber core area divided by total IFU
footprint) as a function of buffer thickness for an ideal 127 ﬁber (solid line)
and a 19 ﬁber (dotted line) hexagonal IFU. The small difference between the
solid and dotted lines represents the diminishing importance of edge effects in
the hexagonal footprint as the IFU area increases. The ﬁlled star represents the
measured 56% ﬁlling factor of the as-built 127 ﬁber MaNGA IFUs (Drory
et al. 2015), which is consistent with theoretical expectations. The ﬁlled
triangle shows the 75% ﬁlling factor of the SAMI survey bundles (5 μm
cladding) for comparison.
15 A conservative estimate can be made by comparing Figure 4 of Croom et al.
(2012) to Figure 11 of Drory et al. (2015): MaNGA achieves 95% ± 1%
throughput with an exit f-ratio of f/4 for ﬁbers fed at f/5. In contrast, the
original SAMI bundles achieved 50%–75% throughput with an exit f-ratio of f/
3.15 fed at f/3.4. We note that the FRD of even the second-generation SAMI
bundles (Figure 5 of Bryant et al. 2014) is sufﬁciently large that it would
require our optics to be 40% larger in area to collect the same ensquared energy
given the Sloan telescope feed.
16 After ∼6 months of operation, 7 individual ﬁbers within IFUs have broken
(1 in manufacturing, 1 in assembly, 5 in operation), representing <0.1% of the
total. Detailed statistics on the breakage frequency of stripped, fused ﬁber
bundles are unknown but would have represented a signiﬁcant cost increase in
manufacturing.
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forming region within a galaxy should appear circular in the
ﬁnal MaNGA data cube regardless of whether it is in the center
or the outskirts of the galaxy).
A convenient way to place a limit on the level of uniformity
required is to ensure that variations in the 2d PSF of the
reconstructed MaNGA data cubes do not signiﬁcantly impact
measurements of the Balmer decrement or BPT-style (e.g.,
Baldwin et al. 1981) line ratio diagrams. Since atmospheric
differential refraction shifts the effective position of each
ﬁber as a function of wavelength (Section 4), [O II] and
Hα observations of a given H II region for instance will be
obtained with a slightly different conﬁguration of ﬁbers—
while Hα emission may be centered in a given ﬁber, spatially
coincident [O II] emission may be centered in the interstitial
region between ﬁbers.
As outlined in the MaNGA Science Requirements Document
(SRD; see R. Yan et al. 2015, in preparation), relative
spectophotometry between [O II] (λ = 3727Å) and Hα
(λ = 6564Å) must be accurate to 7% or better in order to
obtain the desired constraints on the star formation rate (SFR)
and nebular metallicity within galaxies. We therefore explore
how this required spectrophotometric accuracy translates to
limits on the spatial variability of the MaNGA PSF.
We begin by assuming that the PSF in a typical MaNGA
reconstructed data cube can be characterized by a circular
gaussian with a FWHM of 2.5 arcsec (as we discuss at greater
length in D. R. Law et al. 2015, in preparation, this model is a
good approximation to the MaNGA commissioning data).
Using typical aperture photometry techniques, a circular
aperture of radius 2.66 arcsec (i.e., 2.5 times the radial
scalelength of the PSF) would nominally enclose 96% of the
total ﬂux.17 In Figure 3 we illustrate how deviations from the
nominal PSF model would affect this total; as the PSF becomes
broader or more elongated the ﬂux contained within the ﬁxed
aperture decreases, meaning that the derived aperture-corrected
total ﬂuxes would be in error.18 In particular, we ﬁnd that an
error of 20% in the proﬁle FWHM and 15% in the proﬁle
minor/major axis ratio is sufﬁcient to bias the resulting ﬂux
measurements at the 7% level (ﬁlled star in Figure 3).
Similarly, in order to ensure that our limiting ﬂuxes for
undetected nebular transition features are accurate at the 7%
level we also require that the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of our
data is constant at the 7% level across each IFU. Since the
limiting ﬂux is proportional to the square root of the exposure
time, this translates to a requirement that the exposure time is
effectively constant across each IFU at the 15% level.
These three metrics (circularity, FWHM, and S/N) therefore
set our requirements on the uniformity of the reconstructed
image proﬁle such that the calibrated ﬂuxes derived from
MaNGA data cubes are accurate at the 7% level. Ideally,
however, we would prefer that spatial sampling issues not
dominate the ﬂux calibration accuracy budget for the MaNGA
data cubes, and we therefore set a goal of achieving
photometric performance at the 3.5% level where possible.
The MaNGA hardware construction, dithering pattern, and
observing strategy is therefore set by the following three high-
level considerations.
1. The reconstructed FWHM of all angular resolution
elements in a bundle should vary by <10% (goal) or
20% (requirement) across each IFU.
2. The reconstructed minor-to-major axis ratio of all
resolution elements in a bundle should be b a 0.93⩾
(goal) or 0.85 (requirement) across each IFU.
3. The effective integration time of all resolution elements in
a bundle should vary by <7% (goal) or 15% (require-
ment) across each IFU.
3.2. Integration Time
The total integration time is set by our requirement that
MaNGA reach a S/N of 5 Å−1 ﬁber−1 in the r-band continuum
at a surface brightness of 23 AB arcsec−2. As described by
D. A. Wake et al. (2015, in preparation) and R. Yan et al.
(2015, in preparation) the typical integration time per plate to
reach this target is anticipated to be about 3 hr in median
conditions. In good conditions however the required time could
be as low as 1.5–2 hr, and for particularly low-latitude ﬁelds the
required time could be as much as 4–5 hr. This substantial
variation in total exposure time requires an observing strategy
ﬂexible enough to accommodate it.
The optimal integration time for individual exposures is
constrained by the MaNGA hardware and typical background
sky spectrum at APO. One of the strengths of MaNGA is the
high throughput of the BOSS spectrographs shortward of
4000 Å, and we therefore integrate each exposure for long
enough that the shot noise from the background sky spectrum
and detector dark current exceeds the read noise. The total
Figure 3. Fractional error in the recovered ﬂux from a point source if the
assumed FWHM and axis ratio were incorrect. The reference source is taken to
have a circular gaussian PSF with FWHM 2.5 arcsec; integrating the ﬂux
within a 2.5 rms width aperture nominally encloses 95.7% of the total ﬂux. If
the actual FWHM is smaller (larger) than the model along any dimension the
total ﬂux enclosed by the aperture increases (decreases), resulting in an
overestimate (underestimate) of the total ﬂux. The dashed red line indicates the
7% error threshhold set by the MaNGA SRD; the solid black star indicates our
adopted limits on the allowable variability of the delivered MaNGA PSF (15%
in axis ratio, and 15% in circularly averaged PSF FWHM).
17 If we were to adopt a PSF model with more power in the wings, or shrink
the size of the circular aperture the variability between different PSF shapes
would increase and lead to more stringent constraints on the allowable
variability in the delivery MaNGA PSF.
18 If the goal were to measure the ﬂux from a single bright source whose
structure is known a priori to be effectively a point source then the actual light
proﬁle could be measured at each wavelength and the aperture adjusted
accordingly. However, such a priori knowledge of the intrinsic source structure
cannot generally be assumed. Similarly, we assume that wavelength-dependent
variations from the λ−1/5 Kolmogorov atmospheric turbulence proﬁle are taken
into account in determining the appropriate aperture.
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noise N as a function of wavelength is given by
( )N f f n t n N( ) ( ) (3)s d 1 1 r2l l= + +
where fs(λ) is the background sky spectrum in units of e
−
minute−1 per spectral pixel, fd is the dark current in
e− pixel−1 minute−1, Nr is the read noise in e
− pixel−1, n1 = 3
pixels is the spatial width of a spectrum on the detector (see
discussion by D. R. Law et al. 2015, in preparation), and t is
the integration time of an exposure in minutes. Rearranging
Equation (3) we ﬁnd the time tmin required for the combined
sky background and dark current to equal the read noise:
t
n N
f f n
( )
( )
(4)min
1 r
2
s d 1
l l= +
We estimate fs(λ) for a typical MaNGA dark-time observa-
tion using commissioning data from all-sky plate 7341 (i.e., a
calibration plate for which all IFUs target regions of blank sky)
observed on MJD 56693.19 Following the data model outlined
by D. R. Law et al. (2015, in preparation), we take the FLUX
array of the reduced mgFrame ﬁle (in units of ﬂatﬁelded e− per
spectral pixel), multiply by the SUPERFLAT array to obtain
spectra in raw e− per spectral pixel, and combine ∼600
individual ﬁber spectra to construct an extremely high-
precision model of the background sky. We take the detector
read noise to be Rn = 2.0 (2.8) e
− pixel−1, and the dark current
to be 0.033 (0.066) e− pixel−1 minute−1 for the blue (red)
camera (see Table 4 of Smee et al. 2013).20
We plot tmin as a function of wavelength in Figure 4, and
note that the sky background rapidly dominates over read noise
at almost all wavelengths, especially in the vicinity of strong
OH atmospheric emission lines in the near-IR. The upturn in
tmin shortward of 4000 Å represents the falloff in blue
sensitivity of the detectors, but an integration time of
15 minutes per exposure ensures that observations are shot-
noise dominated for all λ > 3700 Å.
Although an integration time of longer than 15 minutes
would further decrease the contribution of read noise to the
total error budget, such longer integrations are undesirable
because of the cosmic ray event rate recorded by the red-
channel detectors. In practice, the maximum integration time of
each exposure is also limited by differential atmospheric
refraction considerations (see Section 7.2), and we therefore
adopt a nominal time of 15 minutes per exposure. Each
completed plate will therefore consist of ∼6–20 exposures in
order to reach the target depth.
3.3. Numerical Simulations
3.3.1. Simulation Method
In order to assess the relative performance of different IFU
bundles and observing techniques we perform a series of
numerical simulations designed to test the uniformity of their
response to unresolved point sources (for which spatial
structure is most pronounced). Adopting a working box size
of ∼45 × 45 arcsec with simulated pixels spaced every
0.1 arcsec we ﬁrst compute the footprint of a given IFU; this
deﬁnes a mask image for which each ﬁber in the IFU is
associated with a given set of pixels in the telescope focal plane
that its light-sensitive core subtends. We then create an input
“image” to be observed by the simulated MaNGA IFUs by
convolving a delta function by a model of the PSF at the focal
plane of the SDSS 2.5 m telescope. This focal-plane PSF is
taken to be the sum of two Gaussian proﬁles with FWHM θ and
2θ respectively (where θ = 1.4 arcsec is the FWHM of the
median atmospheric seeing proﬁle divided by 1.05) and peak
amplitude ratio of 9/1.21 This input image is convolved with the
top-hat ﬁber mask to determine the total amount of light
received by each ﬁber; although the present simulation
considers only a single input image the technique is
immediately generalizable to multi-wavelength input image
slices.
We reconstruct a two-dimensional image from the individual
ﬁber ﬂuxes using a ﬂux-conserving variant of Shepards method
Figure 4. Exposure time tmin required for a typical MaNGA dark-time sky spectrum to be dominated by Poisson noise from the background sky plus detector dark
current. The break around 6000 Å represents the dichroic break between red and blue channels; in reality there is a ∼300 Å overlap between these channels. Strong
features longwards of ∼8000 Å are due to bright OH sky lines. The dashed line indicates the adopted 15 minute exposure time.
19 MJD (Modiﬁed Julian Date) 56693 corresponds to 2014 February 5.
20 The dark current is typically 2% of the dark-time sky background signal.
21 Mathematically, this is equivalent to the linear sum of 9/13 times the input
image convolved with a Gaussian of FWHM θ plus 4/13 times the input image
convolved with a Gaussian of FWHM 2θ. This proﬁle provides a reasonable
approximation of the on-axis SDSS focal plane PSF, matching the inner parts
of the proﬁle well and accounting for most of the ﬂux in the outer wings (J. E.
Gunn 2015, private communication).
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(inverse-distance weighting) similar to that used by the
CALIFA survey (Sánchez et al. 2012). As part of MaNGA
design simulations we explored alternative methods of image
reconstruction such as drizzling (e.g., as adopted by SAMI, see
Sharp et al. 2015), thin-plate-spline ﬁts, minimum curvature
surface ﬁts, and kriging. As discussed by D. R. Law et al.
(2015, in preparation) the modiﬁed Shepard’s method yielded
the best results, and here we adopt the same parameters (e.g.,
ﬁnal spaxel scale of 0.5 arcsec) as used by the MaNGA Data
Reduction Pipeline (DRP) for genuine survey data. The
reconstructed image is ﬁt with a 2d Gaussian model to
determine its FWHM and axial ratio; major axis rotation is left
as a free parameter.
This exercise is repeated for delta functions located in each
of the 0.1 arcsec grid squares that lie within the central 75% of
the IFU ﬁber bundle footprint (i.e., ignoring edge effects from
point sources located on the outer ring of an IFU), resulting in
∼40,000 simulated points across a 127 ﬁber IFU bundle. In
Figure 5 (top row) we plot the on-sky footprint of a hexagonal
ﬁber array, along with the variations in effective exposure time
(exposure time multiplied by the fraction of the total light that
is collected by ﬁbers rather than being lost to interstitial
regions), FWHM, and minor-to-major axis ratio of the
reconstructed PSF as a function of the location of the point
source within the ﬁber bundle. As anticipated, we note that all
three quantities vary substantially across a given IFU in a single
exposure.
We quantify these results by calculating the rms of the
distributions in effective exposure time and reconstructed PSF
FWHM (relative to the median values as [X − Xmedian]/Xmedian),
the 3σ width W99 encompassing 99% of these values, and the
99% lower bound for the minor-to-major axis ratio. For a single
exposure, the effective integration time varies by W99 = 30.7%
around the median22 value; unsurprisingly, the greatest fraction
of the total light is recorded for objects that are centered in a
ﬁber, while the least amount is recorded for objects in
interstitial regions. Similarly, the reconstructed PSF FWHM
varies by almost 80% (from ∼2 to 4 arcsec) depending on
where a source falls with respect to the ﬁber grid, and the
minor-to-major axis ratio b/a of the reconstructed image varies
from ∼0.5–1.0 (99% of values b a 0.53⩾ ).
In practical terms, this means that an unresolved H II region
observed with such an IFU for just a single exposure may
appear to be compact and circularly symmetric if it lands
directly in the middle of a ﬁber, elongated and skinny if it falls
directly between two ﬁbers, or large and triangular if it falls
midway between three adjacent ﬁbers.23 Allowing for the
effects of chromatic differential refraction (Section 4.1), this
means that a single such H II region may simultaneously be
sampled by all three different such conﬁgurations at different
wavelengths.
3.3.2. Dithering
The sampling irregularities from ﬁber-bundle IFUs with
substantial interstitial light losses are well known from previous
Figure 5. Simulations of point-source response as a function of location within an IFU for a single exposure (top row) and a dithered set of exposures (bottom row)
using a theoretically perfect hexagonal ﬁber bundle. The left-most panels show the footprint of the IFU ﬁbers on the sky, the second column of panels show the
percentage variations about the median exposure time as a function of position within the bundle. The third column of panels shows the deviation from the median
delivered PSF, and the right-hand column of panels shows the recovered minor/major axis ratio. For undithered observations the greatest effective depth is obtained for
sources located in the middle of a ﬁber (as is the smallest and most circular reconstructed image of a point source), while point sources falling in interstitial regions
between ﬁbers have minor/major axis ratios as low as ∼0.5 and FWHM nearly double that of sources centered within a ﬁber. Numbers in panels 2–4 indicate the rms
deviation between values (σ), the 3σ width encompassing 99% of all values (W99), and the minor/major axis ratio above which 99% of point lie ((b/a)99).
22 The median effective exposure time is just the ﬁlling factor (0.56) times the
actual exposure time.
23 Strictly, a single exposure simply does not have the spatial sampling in these
cases to discriminate (for instance) between an unresolved point source and an
elongated source.
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IFU surveys (e.g., Sánchez et al. 2012; Sharp et al. 2015), and
can be largely overcome by obtaining dithered observations.
The geometry of the hexagonal ﬁber arrangement readily lends
itself to a ﬁxed triangular three-point dithering scheme that
effectively ﬁlls the interstitial regions as illustrated in Figure 6.
Repeating the simulations performed in Section 3.3.1 with such
dithered observations, we ﬁnd that the combined data from just
three exposures is able to achieve remarkably uniform image
quality at all locations within a single IFU (Figure 5, bottom
row). In contrast to the undithered case, 3 point dithering
delivers effective exposure time constant to within 0.3% rms,
FWHM of 2.69 ± 0.01 arcsec, and ellipticity 0.04⩽ . This
uniformity easily meets the MaNGA science requirements
described in Section 3.1.
Logically, the 3 point dithering pattern could be expanded to
a regular 9 point pattern that also provides uniform coverage of
the interstitial gaps, but with a ﬁner sampling of the image
plane. Although simulations suggest that this could provide
∼10% improvement in the delivered PSF FWHM, such gains
were not realized on-sky in tests with the MaNGA prototype
hardware. This lack of improvement with respect to theoretical
calculations is likely due to a conﬂuence of numerous
complicating factors, including degradation of the nominal
dithering pattern by atmospheric refraction (see Section 4),
variations in ﬁber-to-ﬁber sensitivity, and changes in seeing
and transparency conditions between exposures (see
Section 6.2).
3.3.3. Fiber Packing Regularity
The gains achievable with such dithering depend fundamen-
tally on the uniformity of each IFU ﬁber bundle so that a single
telescope offset can simultaneously dither each of our 29 IFUs
(17 science and 12 calibration bundles) across the 3° ﬁeld such
that their ﬁbers align with the interstitial gaps from the previous
exposure. If ﬁbers are not located at regular positions within
every IFU, the dithering will not be able to uniformly sample
the image plane. We explore the effect of ﬁber packing
irregularity by repeating our earlier simulations with the
introduction of a random perturbation to the position of each
ﬁber in the simulated IFU ﬁber bundle, such that each ﬁber is
slightly offset from its nominal position by some distance
drawn randomly from a Gaussian distribution with a given rms.
Each simulated IFU bundle is observed with a nominal 3 point
dither pattern as deﬁned by Figure 6. Additionally, we simulate
the effect of observing the circular Sydney-style ﬁber bundle
with a 7 point dither pattern (based on that adopted by the
SAMI survey) that compensates for the irregular ﬁber
placement with greater ﬁlling factor and a larger number of
dithered sampling points.
As indicated by Figure 7, neither the dithered Sydney-style
circular ﬁber bundle nor the 20 μm tolerance hexagonal ﬁber
bundles meet our target regularity goals, with a recovered PSF
FWHM24 varying by >20% over the extent of an IFU (i.e.,
2.66± 0.12 arcsec with 99% values ranging from
∼2.3–2.9 arcsec), and minor/major axis ratios as low as b/a
∼ 0.8. In contrast, using a hexagonal ﬁber array constructed to
a tolerance of 5 μm rms with a 3 point dither pattern we expect
to achieve a PSF FWHM that varies by less than 10% over a
given IFU.
As detailed by Drory et al. (2015), the as-built MaNGA ﬁber
bundles meet and exceed our target threshold with a typical
ﬁber placement accuracy of 3 μm rms. Using the as-measured
ﬁber metrology25 for 127 ﬁber MaNGA bundle ma024, we
simulate the anticipated performance using this ﬁber bundle in
row E of Figure 7. With a nominal dither pattern we expect to
achieve a PSF FWHM which varies by less than 7% over an
IFU (i.e., 2.66± 0.01 arcsec with 99% values ranging from
∼2.6 to 2.7 arcsec), and has a nearly circular proﬁle every-
where with b/a > 0.95.
Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the 7 central ﬁbers within a hexagonally packed MaNGA IFU, showing the 120 micron diameter ﬁber core and surrounding cladding
plus buffer. The triangular ﬁgure shows the relative positions of the three dither positions; the ﬁber bundle is located at position “S.” The central (C) “home” position
is labeled, along with the north (N), south (S), and east (E) dither positions. The nominal plate scale of the SDSS telescope is 217.7358 mm degree−1, or 60.48
microns arcsec−1.
24 We quote the average of the minor- and major-axis FWHM values.
25 The ﬁnal placement of individual ﬁbers within an IFU can be measured to
an accuracy of better than 1 μm (Drory et al. 2015).
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Figure 7. As Figure 5, but showing simulated point-source response as a function of location in an IFU for dithered observations of ﬁber bundles built to a variety of
speciﬁcations. Row A simulates a Sydney-style 61 ﬁber bundle using a 7 point dither pattern. Rows B–F simulate a 3 point dither pattern applied to a hexagonal
arrangement of 127 ﬁbers with varying rms deviations of each ﬁber from the nominal position (σ = 0–20 μm). Note that for display purposes panel A is zoomed in
slightly compared to panels B–F. In order to meet our uniformity criteria we require σ < 5 μm, which our as-built IFUs achieve (row E).
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3.4. Baseline Observing Strategy
The dithered observing simulations presented in Section 3.3.2
and exposure time requirements described in Section 3.2
motivate a nominal observing scheme in which targets are
observed in sets of 3 dithered exposures (N–S–E) of
15 minutes each. Given the regularity of ﬁber placement with
each IFU and the locator pins that constrain each IFU to have
the same position angle, correctly dithered exposures can be
simultaneously obtained for all IFUs on a given plate by simply
offsetting the telescope pointing with respect to the guide stars.
Since the coverage and image quality of a single set of three
dithered exposures is known to be acceptably uniform, the total
summed coverage of N such sets will also be uniform and have
a depth of 0.75N hr, allowing us to simply observe additional
sets of 3 exposures until the combined data reaches our target
S/N of 5 Å−1 ﬁber−1 in the r-band continuum at a surface
brightness of 23 AB arcsec−2.
Such a scheme provides us with considerable ﬂexibility to
adjust our total exposure time in 45 minute increments without
adversely impacting the delivered data quality whether there
are 6 or 20 total exposures for a given galaxy. It is this
ﬂexibility as much as the dithered performance simulations
themselves that drives us to adopt the regular hexagonal ﬁber
arrays for MaNGA rather than the SAMI-style circular ﬁber
bundles, which rely upon a large number of exposures at many
different dither positions to statistically ﬁll in the interstitial
gaps.26 However, since this technique relies upon tightly
controlling the ﬁber locations to provide uniform coverage we
must properly mitigate a variety of effects that will act to
degrade this uniformity, and this goal in turn drives many
aspects of the survey operation.
4. ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION
As a photon passes through the Earth’s atmosphere it is
refracted by variations in the density of the air. Under the usual
assumption of a plane-parallel atmosphere with a vertical
density gradient this bends the light from an astronomical
target along the parallactic angle (the great circle connecting
the target and the observers local zenith), causing astronomical
objects to appear slightly higher in the sky than they truly are.
Atmospheric refraction introduces signiﬁcant optical distor-
tions that adversely affect our ability to dither our IFU
observations to the desired accuracy. Loosely speaking, the
effects can be split into chromatic differential refraction and
ﬁeld differential refraction which we detail below.
4.1. Chromatic Differential Refraction
Atmospheric refraction is a function of atmospheric condi-
tions (temperature, pressure, and relative humidity), zenith
distance (i.e., the amount of atmosphere that an incoming
photon must traverse), and wavelength. The impact of such
refraction on astronomical observations has been studied at
some length in the literature (e.g., Filippenko 1982; Cuby
et al. 1998, and references therein); we adopt estimates of the
magnitude of refraction r at a given wavelength relative to a
ﬁxed “guide” wavelength developed by Enrico Marchetti for
ESO.27 The direction of the refraction is along the local altitude
vector for a given star; this corresponds to the parallactic angle
η deﬁned by the spherical triangle with vertices at the star, the
celestial pole, and the local zenith.
h
z
tan
sin cos cos
sin sin cos
(5)h f df d= -
where h is the hour angle (h > 0 toward the west), ϕ is the local
latitude (ϕ = 32°46′49″ for APO), δ is the target declination, z
is the zenith distance cos z = sin ϕ sin δ + cos ϕ cos δ cos h, and
η is deﬁned in the range −180° to +180°.
The SDSS 2.5 m telescope is equipped with an alt-az mount
and all plates are observed with a position angle of 0°, so the
amount of refraction in focal-plane coordinates28 is given by
x r sin (6)focal hD = -
y r cos (7)focal hD = -
i.e., at transit h = 0, η = 0°, and hence the entirety of the
apparent refraction is along the yfocal direction.29
Since differential refraction (particularly shortward of
4000 Å) can be substantial compared to the ﬁber radius of
1 arcsec (see Figure 8) the spectrum recorded by a single ﬁber
is not strictly the spectrum of a single region in a given galaxy;
it is a bent “tube” that traces different regions of the galaxy at
different wavelengths. Most immediately, this means that the
effective on-sky footprint of the MaNGA IFUs can be shifted
by up to ∼1 arcsec between blue and red wavelengths,
requiring that the MaNGA DRP (see D. R. Law et al. 2015,
in preparation) rectify the spectra to a common astrometric grid
when reconstructing the data cubes. More problematically,
since the three exposures in a given dither set will be obtained
Figure 8. Differential atmospheric refraction in arcsec of altitude relative to
5500 Å for the MaNGA wavelength range as a function of zenith distance.
Calculations assume median conditions for APO with air temperature 10.5 °C,
24.5% relative humidity, and atmospheric pressure of 730 mbar.
26 Additionally, the hexagonal tapered ferrule construction technique can be
scaled up to bundles with large numbers of hexagonal “rings” without
signiﬁcantly degrading the packing regularity.
27 See http://www.eso.org/gen-fac/pubs/astclim/lasilla/diffrefr.html.
28 SDSS xfocal/yfocal coordinates are deﬁned such that +xfocal corresponds to
+right ascension and +yfocal corresponds to +declination.
29 In the present work we neglect the relatively small effect of distortions
introduced by the SDSS 2.5 m optical system; these are, however, accounted
for in the actual data pipeline described by D. R. Law et al. (2015, in
preparation).
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at different hour angles the relative offset at a given wavelength
will change between these three exposures and degrade the
intended dither pattern coverage.
At the guide wavelength of 5500 Å, the three dithers will be
executed properly. As illustrated in Figure 9 however, at other
wavelengths there will be variable shifts of the effective
dithering pattern. These shifts can in some cases be comparable
to the dither distances themselves, thereby degrading the
effective dither pattern such that entire dither postions can be
effectively “lost” at certain wavelengths. As suggested by
Figures 5 and 7 this produces substantial and undesirable non-
uniformities in the reconstructed image depth and recovered
FWHM proﬁle across the face of each IFU.
4.2. Field Differential Refraction
In addition to varying with wavelength, both the magnitude
and the direction of atmospheric refraction vary according to
the location of an object on the sky, and the 3° SDSS plugplate
ﬁeld over which our IFUs are distributed is sufﬁciently large
that this variation cannot be neglected. As a given ﬁeld rises,
transits, and sets, the apparent locations of astronomical targets
in the telescope focal plane shift. As described in Section 2, the
SDSS telescope guider system compensates for this using guide
ﬁbers placed on astrometric standard stars distributed through-
out a given ﬁeld, and adjusts the overall shift, rotation, and
scale of the focal plane to compensate. However, since ﬁeld
compression occurs along only a single direction (altitude) it
cannot be fully corrected by a global change in the focal plane
scale, leaving a residual quadrupole term in the guider-
corrected focal plane locations of the target galaxies (see
Figure 10).30
Such ﬁeld differential effects are most noticeable when
observing with single ﬁbers or an array of slits (see, e.g.,
discussion by Cuby et al. 1998, for the 16′ × 16′ VIMOS ﬁeld
of view) since targets can rapidly shift out of the aperture.
Hence, previous generations of SDSS that have used single
ﬁber spectroscopy have been careful to observe at hour angles
close to that for which a given plate is drilled. In contrast,
MaNGA is relatively insensitive to shifts in the effective
centroid of an IFU since such shifts are small compared to the
total ﬁeld of view of each IFU (∼30 arcsec for the 127 ﬁber
IFUs).31 The MaNGA plugplates are therefore all drilled for
transit (h= 0 hr), so the holes into which the MaNGA IFUs are
Figure 9. Illustrative ﬁgure showing degradation of the intended dither pattern due to chromatic differential refraction. In this example we assume a target at δ = +60°
was observed with a standard N–S–E dither pattern, but the three exposures were taken at hour angles h = − 4, 0, and +4 hr respectively (corresponding to parallactic
angles η = −97°, 180°, +97°). The image on the left shows the offset due to chromatic refraction at 3500 Å relative to the nominal center of a given ﬁber and deﬁnes
the regularity statistic Ω. While the achieved dither pattern is nominal at the guide wavelength (central panel), at 3500 Å the ﬁbers in positions S and E lie almost atop
each other (right panel).
Figure 10. Magniﬁed illustration of the effects of ﬁeld differential refraction at
the guide wavelength (∼5500 Å) across the 3° diameter SDSS plugplate. Black
“+” symbols indicate the nominal positions in focal plane coordinates of a
randomly selected set of 30 target galaxies. These locations are computed
assuming that the plate center has declination +7° and is observed at transit
(h = 0 hr); these correspond to the locations of the physically drilled holes in
the plugplate into which the MaNGA IFUs are inserted. If the same plate were
observed 4 hr later (h = +4 hr) the apparent locations of the galaxies in the
focal plane would be different due to ﬁeld differential refraction both before
(red asterisks) and after (green open boxes) guider corrections have been
applied. Note that all offsets from the nominal positions have been magniﬁed
by a factor of 300 to enhance visibility; the maximum actual shift after guider
corrections in this example is ∼2 arcsec.
30 Field differential refraction is calculated using the SDSS plate design code
located on the collaboration SVN repository.
31 This effect is more important for the spectrophotometric minibundles which
have a diameter of only 7.5 arcsec; as discussed by R. Yan et al. (2015, in
preparation), large offsets of the spectrophotometric standard stars from the
center of the calibration minibundles due to a combination of differential
refraction, dither offsets, and other effects can complicate ﬂux calibration.
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inserted correspond to the expected focal plane locations of the
galaxies at this point in time.
More important for MaNGA is the change in ﬁeld
differential refraction between exposures in a given dither set,
which leads to degradation of the effective dither pattern akin
to what was seen for chromatic differential refraction in
Figure 9. As illustrated by Figure 10, the magnitude of this
effect depends on the ﬁeld declination, the hour angle h of
exposures within a given set, and the location of an IFU within
the plugplate. In the extreme example shown in Figure 10 (low
declination, with exposures obtained many hours apart) the
shift can be comparable to a ﬁber diameter. In more realistic
and typical cases (ﬁeld center at δ = +40°, observed at h = 0
and h = +1 hr) the shift after guider corrections is typically
0.1 arcsec.
5. THE UNIFORMITY STATISTIC Ω
Given the presence of both chromatic and ﬁeld differential
refraction, no two exposures taken by MaNGA will have an
identical ﬁber sampling pattern even in the absence of
dithering. The primary driver of the MaNGA observing
strategy is therefore mitigation of the impact of atmospheric
differential refraction on the regularity of the dither pattern in
order to achieve maximally uniform data quality and depth
within a given IFU.
Given any two exposures separated by a time Δ t there are
vectors r1 and r2 deﬁning the effective offset of a ﬁber from its
intended location on the target galaxy due to chromatic
differential refraction, and s1 and s2 the offset due to
uncorrectable ﬁeld differential refraction effects. In our recti-
linear focal-plane coordinate system the total shifts from
differential refraction are given by:
x sx r sin · (8)1 1 1 1hD = +
y sy r cos · (9)1 1 1 1hD = +
x sx r sin · (10)2 2 2 2hD = +
y sy r cos · (11)2 2 2 2hD = +
where η1 and η2 are the respective parallactic angles for the two
exposures and the vectors s1 and s2 are each projected into their
components along the x/y focal plane coordinate system. The
quantity of interest for survey planning purposes is the total
distance between these shifted locations in the focal plane:
( )( )x x y y . (12)1 2 2 1 2 2W = D - D + D - D
In practice, we calculate Ω between the ﬁrst and last
exposures in a dithered set of three frames (see illustrative
diagram in Figure 9).32 Using the tools developed in Section 3.3
we simulate four test cases where Ω ranges from 0 to 1″. We
use the as-built MaNGA 127 ﬁber IFU ma024, and assume a
standard three-point (N–S–E) dithering strategy in which
exposure N is shifted by Ω/2 in the −Xfocal direction, exposure
S is shifted by Ω/3 in the −Yfocal direction and exposure E is
shifted by Ω/2 in the +Xfocal direction (see, e.g., Figure 9).
Note that we are free to assume such symmetry because any
shift common to all three exposures will simply result in a
translation of the entire pattern.
We show results for the expected exposure time, recon-
structed PSF FWHM, and reconstructed axis ratio uniformity as
a function of Ω in Figure 11.33 Figure 12 suggests that so long
as Ω  0.2 arcsec observations should meet the target
uniformity criteria outlined in Section 3.3.3 with FWHM
2.65 ± 0.08 arcsec. At Ω = 0.4 arcsec, degradations in the
reconstructed PSF uniformity and circularity start to become
apparent; although the mean reconstructed PSF in the bundle
has FWHM 2.65 ± 0.14 arcsec the total spread of FWHM
values can be as large as ∼0.3 arcsec, and 99% of locations
have minor/major axis ratio greater than 0.85. ByΩ= 1.0 arcsec
the dither pattern is badly degraded, with reconstructed FWHM
values varying by over an arcsecond depending on where a
point source falls within the bundle. Our science requirements
(Section 3.1) therefore translate to a requirement that
Ω < 0.4 arcsec, with the goal of reaching Ω < 0.2 arcsec for
the majority of observations so that it does not dominate the
ﬂux calibration accuracy budget.
6. MaNGA OBSERVING STRATEGY
6.1. Set Lengths and Visibility Windows
As described above, Ω is a complicated function of
wavelength, integration time, target declination, hour angle,
and location of an IFU on a given plate. However, it is possible
to deﬁne a series of relatively simple observing guidelines that
will ensure that Ω stays below our 0.4 arcsec threshold.
First, we note that Ω behaves nearly linearly with the amount
of elapsed time between exposures in a given set, meaning that
it is desirable to obtain all three exposures in the set as close in
time to each other as possible. Since each exposure is
15 minutes long, we therefore require that all three exposures
be obtained in a set length of 1 hr (i.e., the change in hour angle
between the start of the ﬁrst exposure and the end of the last
exposure should be 1 hr or less, corresponding to 45 minutes
between the effective midpoint of the ﬁrst and last exposure).
While we expect that each set of three exposures will typically
last 48 minutes accounting for typical readout times and
overheads, this hour-long block provides necessary ﬂexibility
in scheduling, especially during variable weather conditions.
We next calculate the expected Ω within a 1 hr long set as a
function of the midpoint hour angle hset of the set (hset denotes
the absolute value of the hour angle midway between the start
of the ﬁrst and end of the last exposure). In Figure 12 we show
the results of this calculation for three different wavelengths,
three locations on a plate, and a range of different declina-
tions.34 As expected, Ω is largest at extremely blue wave-
lengths (for which chromatic differential refraction is greatest)
and on the edges of a plate (where uncorrected ﬁeld differential
refraction is greatest). More importantly however, we note that
Ω grows rapidly with increasing hour angle (either east or west
of the meridian) meaning that we want to obtain our
observations as close to transit as possible. Our Ω limit
32 Each exposure is 15 minutes in length; we adopt the midpoint of each
exposure as the characteristic instant for purposes of calculating Ω (although
see Section 7.2).
33 Note that while Ω degrades the expect coverage pattern, we assume that the
magnitude and direction of all of these shifts are known (see discussion by
D. R. Law et al. 2015, in preparation) and the true effective locations of each
ﬁber are used when reconstructing the data cube.
34 Due to symmetries inherent in this exercise (chromatic and ﬁeld differential
effects combining constructively or destructively), at ﬁxed wavelength one side
of the plate will exhibit the worst Ω at positive hour angles (west of meridian)
and the other at negative hour angles (east of meridian). For convenience we
collapse the problem such that hset refers to the absolute value of the hour
angle, and Ω is taken to be the greater of the value from ±hset.
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therefore equates to deﬁning a series of visibility windows
around transit within which all MaNGA observations must be
taken.
In order to compute the length of these visibility windows
we require that Ω must be less than 0.4 arcsec for all sets, at all
wavelengths, at all locations on a given plate, and at all
declinations. As indicated by Figure 12, the worst wavelength
for Ω will be 3600 Å, where the chromatic refraction is greatest.
We work out the worst location on a given plate as a function
of declination by using Monte Carlo techniques to compute Ω
for each of 20,000 randomly chosen locations on an SDSS
plugplate over the course of a 1 hr set. As illustrated by
Figure 13, the worst Ω is typically for IFUs located on the
eastern/western edges of the plate for target declinations ∼
+30°–40°; this pattern shifts at more northerly/southerly
declinations.
Using these simulations we ﬁnally have all of the pieces
required to deﬁne our visibility windows. For a grid of
declinations spaced every 5° from δ = 0° to 70° we compute
the limiting set hour angle such that Ω = 0.4 arcsec at
λ = 3600 Å at the worst location on a given plate. Converting
the set midpoint hour angle to the maximum midpoint hour
angle of an individual exposure (hexp = hset + 22.5 minutes for
1 hr sets), we show the ﬁnal visibility windows as a function of
declination in Figure 14. These windows range from about 1 hr
either side of transit for ﬁelds near the celestial equator to ∼3 hr
for declinations δ ∼ +40°.
Intriguingly, despite all of the complications involved in
computing these visibility windows they are nearly equivalent
to simple airmass limits, independent of ﬁeld declination. As
illustrated by Figure 14, our visibility windows can be described
as a 6th order polynomial as a function of declination, or more
Figure 11. As Figure 5, but showing simulated point-source response variability as a function of location in an IFU for dithered observations of MaNGA 127 ﬁber
bundle ma024 with different values of the pattern degradation Ω.
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simply by the requirement that airmass AM <1.21 for all
exposures at all declinations. This airmass limit is determined
by the SDSS plate diameter, the BOSS spectrograph wavelength
coverage, and the assumed length of each set.35
We note that while these visibility windows have been
established to ensure that Ω < 0.4 arcsec at all wavelengths for
all MaNGA observations, typical performance is expected to be
considerably better than this. At most wavelengths, most
locations on a plate, and most hour angles within the visibility
window Ω will be 0.2 arcsec or below (see, e.g., Figures 12 and
13). Additionally, these simulations have assumed that sets are
completed in one hour (45 minutes between the midpoint of
ﬁrst and last exposures in a set). Early survey observations at
APO suggest efﬁciency such that most sets are actually
observed in more like 48 minutes (33 minutes between the
midpoint of ﬁrst and last exposures); since Ω scales roughly
linearly with the set length we therefore expect on-sky
performance to typically be a factor ∼33% better than assumed
in these simulations. Additionally, irregular coverage of an
astronomical target in one set of exposures will tend to be
averaged out across many such sets, resulting in more uniform
performance for the ﬁnal data cube of a given source.
6.2. Observing Conditions and Missing Exposures
Thus far, all simulations have assumed that atmospheric
seeing remains constant throughout all exposures in a given set,
and that small variations in transparency can be normalized via
per-exposure ﬂux calibration (although see Section 7.4). This
assumption is often reasonable over the course of any given
hour, but since rapid changes in observing conditions occur on
Figure 12. Ω statistic as a function of midpoint hour angle of the set (hset) for a range of wavelengths, target declinations, and locations on a plate. Left, middle, and
right columns respectively show results for wavelengths of 3600, 5500, and 9000 Å; top, middle, and bottom row respectively show results for an IFU in the middle of
the plate, 1 ◦. 06 toward the E edge of the plate (a circle at this radius encloses 50% of the plate area), and on the E edge of the plate. Red, orange, green, blue, black,
and gray solid lines respectively indicate results for declinations δ = 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, and 75°. The horizontal dotted lines at Ω = 0.2 and 0.4 indicate the
thresholds of ideal and acceptable performance respectively. High-frequency structure in some lines is due to discrete changes in the best-ﬁt guider corrections
between individual simulation points.
35 It is therefore possible to increase the airmass limit by reducing the set
length or effective plate diameter (i.e., restricting the locations of IFUs on the
plate). For instance, a set length of 48 minutes instead of 1 hr would increase
the airmass limit to 1.34, expanding the visibility windows signiﬁcantly. Such
modiﬁcations to the observing strategy set forth here will be actively explored
over the lifetime of the survey.
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some nights we must formulate our observing strategy
accordingly.
Consider, for instance, the pathological case where two
dithered exposures have been successfully obtained in good
conditions, but the third is lost. Whether it is never taken, or taken
in extremely poor conditions (e.g., heavy cloud, seeing greater
than 4 arcsec FWHM, etc.), the combined set of exposures no
longer uniformly samples the source image. In such a situation,
the missing exposure would have to be made up on another night,
and obtained within a small range of allowable hour angles such
that the total set length is still less than one hour.
We therefore establish a series of additional requirements for
image uniformity across exposures within a given set. Based on
simulations similar to those described in Sections 3.3 and 5 but
allowing for variable seeing and transparency, we ﬁnd the
following.
1. All exposures in a set should have seeing within
0.8 arcsec of each other.
2. All exposures in a set should have (S/N)2 values within a
factor of 2 of each other.
3. Each set of exposures should have median seeing
2.0 arcsec or below in order for the reconstructed
image to have FWHM less than 3 arcsec (ensuring
uniformity of image quality between galaxies in the
MaNGA survey).
Historical conditions at APO and experience during MaNGA
commissioning suggest that atmospheric conditions are gen-
erally stable enough that these criteria will not pose a serious
limitation to survey operations. In practice, exposures also can
often be rearranged between sets to optimize observing
efﬁciency and minimize the need for patching of missing
dither positions (see discussion by R. Yan et al. 2015, in
preparation), and further modiﬁcations to the baseline strategy
will continue to be explored throughout the survey.
7. ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
Although differential refraction considerations are the
primary factor that sets the MaNGA observing strategy, we
also highlight a few additional considerations here that will
impact the MaNGA reconstructed image quality and must be
accounted for in survey operations.
7.1. Required Dithering Accuracy
Just as differential refraction effects degrade the effective
dithering pattern and contribute to non-uniform sampling of an
astronomical source, so too does the dithering accuracy of the
telescope. As described above in Section 6.1, Ω from refractive
sources will frequently be less than 0.1–0.2 arcsec, and the
individual telescope offsets must therefore be good to better
than 0.1 arcsec in order to not be the limiting factor governing
the image sampling regularity for the majority of observations.
Indeed, it is particularly important to minimize the contribution
of offsetting errors for cases with already-high Ω from
differential refraction as the compounded errors may easily
make the difference between an acceptably versus unaccep-
tably uniform set of exposures. Based on observations
performed at APO during MaNGA commissioning,36 the
dither offset error has a median of 0.063 arcsec, and is smaller
than 0.1 arcsec in 76% of exposures. Although the current
dithering accuracy degrades to a median of 0.1 arcsec at
altitudes higher than 80°, work is ongoing to improve this
performance (see details in R. Yan et al. 2015, in preparation).
7.2. Required Guiding Accuracy
In addition to the accuracy with which the telescope offsets
are performed it is also important to consider the guiding
accuracy of the telescope (i.e., how well a given position is
maintained over the course of an exposure). Although poor
guiding performance will not degrade the coverage uniformity
of a set of exposures, it will degrade the image quality of the
Figure 13. Ω as a function of location on a plate centered at δ = 40°.
Simulations are performed at 3600 Å and assume a 5 hr observing window
(i.e., hset = 2.5 hr either side of transit). Each point represents the maximum
value of Ω experienced at a given location for a hour-long set of exposures
taken within this observing window (for one side of the plate this maximum
will occur prior to transit, for the other side it will occur after transit).
Figure 14. Black asterisks show the maximum hour angle away from transit
(hexp) within which all MaNGA exposures must be obtained as a function of
declination based on numerical simulations. The solid black line represents a
polynomial ﬁt to these 15 data points. Dotted lines indicate contours of constant
airmass (every 0.05 from AM 1.05 to 1.30) as a function of declination and
hour angle; note that these contours closely track the derived hour angle limits.
36 The guider system uses 16 coherent imaging ﬁber bundles plugged on the
plate and imaged by a separate guider camera; by monitoring the positions of
these 16 stars and comparing them to the desired positions we can measure the
dithering accuracy directly.
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exposures by contributing in quadrature to the effective
astronomical seeing. Observations obtained during MaNGA
commissioning show that the median guiding accuracy (based
on variations in guide star positions across all 15 s guider
camera exposures during each 15 minute science exposure; see
details in R. Yan et al. 2015, in preparation) is 0.12 arcsec,
substantially smaller than the median SDSS 2.5 m seeing of
∼1″. 5 (computed across all BOSS spectroscopy in 2012).
We note that a similar effect is caused by differential
refraction; just as changing refraction causes the effective
location of a ﬁber to move between two exposures (Sec-
tion 4.2), so too does it cause the effective location of a ﬁber on
a given astronomical target to move during the exposure as
well. However, for observations obtained using the strategy
outlined in Section 6 above this effect is small. Since
differential motion of a ﬁber with respect to a ﬁducial position
(i.e., Ω) scales roughly linearly with time, the motion in a
15 minute exposure will be ∼1/3 of that for a given set of 3
exposures. Since we require the latter to be <0.4 arcsec even in
extreme cases, the motion in a single exposure will be
0.1 arcsec, which is small compared to the guider accuracy
and atmospheric seeing proﬁle.
7.3. Bundle Rotation
The rotational position θ of the MaNGA IFU bundles is
controlled via clocking pins that ensure proper alignment of
each IFU. However, mechanical tolerances of the pinhole
translate to a rotational uncertainty for each bundle at the level
of ∼3°. In order to ensure that individual sets meet the
Ω < 0.2 arcsec coverage regularity goal at the edges of the
largest ﬁber bundles (∼16.5 arcsec radius) we specify that the
rotational offset Δθ required between any two exposures in a
Figure 15. As Figure 5, but showing the impact of uncorrected bundle rotation on the reconstructed image quality. Note the marked increase in FWHM and ellipticity
of reconstructed point sources near the edges of the bundle for offsets ∼6°.
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given set be
tan (0.2 16.5) 0 . 7. (13)1qD < =- ◦
Generally, rotational tension in the IFU cables should ensure
that θ remains relatively constant for a given plugging, and
preliminary tests indicate that Δθ ≈ 0 ◦. 2 (see D. R. Law et al.
2015, in preparation for further details). However, changes in
the routing path of each IFU cable through the cartridge can
lead to a different rotation (and small translational offsets) each
time the plate is replugged, and we therefore require that sets be
completed within a single plugging.
Rotation between sets of exposures can also degrade the
reconstructed image quality if it is not measured and accounted
for in the ﬁnal astrometric solution. In Figure 15 we simulate
the effect of stacking together two sets with different rotations
without accounting for their rotational offset in the ﬁber
astrometry. Visible degradation of the reconstructed PSF starts
to become apparent at the edges of the IFU bundle once the sets
are rotated from each other by ∼3°, and distortions become
severe once the rotation reaches 6° (i.e., ∼ a ﬁber radius at the
edge of the largest bundles). We therefore require that the
MaNGA data pipeline be able to measure the rotational
clocking of each IFU at the level of ∼±1° so that it can be
incorporated into the astrometric solution.
7.4. Errors in Spectrophotometry
As discussed by D. R. Law et al. (2015, in preparation) and
R. Yan et al. (2015, in preparation), each MaNGA exposure is
ﬂux calibrated independently to account for variations in the
atmospheric seeing and transparency. Adequate image recon-
struction is therefore dependent on the relative accuracy of the
ﬂux calibration between exposures in a given set; any offsets
between exposures will hamper the ability of the dithered
exposures to properly sample the source proﬁle. The most
pronounced effect of such offsets is not their degradation of the
spatial proﬁle of unresolved structures (e.g., point sources)
however, but rather their introduction of artiﬁcial spatial
structure into a smooth background.
We therefore simulate dithered observations of a constant
surface-brightness source (e.g., like the outskirts of a smooth
elliptical galaxy), assuming typical observing conditions with
visual seeing ∼1.5 arcsec. We mimic ﬂux calibration errors by
multiplying the ﬁber ﬂuxes for each exposure by a scale factor
drawn randomly from a gaussian distribution with a given rms
width and a median of 1.0 before reconstructing the composite
image. As illustrated in Figure 16, calibration errors between
individual exposures results in a stippling of the smooth
background, introducing artiﬁcial spatial structure correlated
with the dithered ﬁber pattern.
In a single set of 3 exposures, we ﬁnd that rms ﬂux
calibration errors of 2% between exposures results in a
reconstructed image whose surface brightness varies by 0.4%
(rms) from pixel to pixel. This is comparable to the 0.3% pixel-
to-pixel variations that we ﬁnd in the reconstructed image
assuming perfect ﬂux calibration of all exposures. As ﬂux
calibration accuracy degrades further to 5%, 15%, and 50% rms
between exposures, we ﬁnd pixel-to-pixel variations of 1%,
2%, and 8% respectively in the reconstructed image. If ﬂux
calibration errors are uncorrelated between exposures in
different sets, this variation will average out over the course
of observations for a given plate. Even in the case where
individual exposures are calibrated as poorly as to within a
factor of 2, the pixel-to-pixel ﬂux for a uniform background
source varies by just 2% rms when averaged over 4 sets (12
total exposures). In contrast, preliminary results from MaNGA
commissioning data indicate that individual exposures are
typically calibrated to within 2.5% (R. Yan et al. 2015, in
preparation), suggesting that ﬂux calibration errors are unlikely
to contribute signiﬁcantly to the image reconstruction ﬁdelity.
8. SUMMARY
The MaNGA hardware design and observing strategy is
driven by the desire to ensure high, uniform image quality and
depth across all 10,000 of the galaxies that will be observed
during SDSS-IV. In particular, the goal of reaching 7%
spectrophotometric accuracy between [O II] λ3727 and Hα λ
6564 requires that the reconstructed PSF varies by 10% or less
(in both width and ellipticity) across the face of each IFU. This
goal is particularly challenging given the variable total number
of exposures per ﬁeld (∼6–20) required to reach the target
depth, chromatic differential refraction arising from the large
wavelength coverage of the survey (λλ3600–10000 Å), and
ﬁeld differential refraction caused by the 3° wide ﬁeld of view
over which individual IFUs are deployed.
We summarize the requirements necessary to meet our goal
as follows.
1. Each IFU ﬁber bundle should be constructed of a regular
hexagonal grid of ﬁbers to an accuracy of 5 μm rms. The
MaNGA IFUs meet and exceed this speciﬁcation with a
ﬁlling factor of 56% and a typical ﬁber placement
accuracy of ∼3 μm rms.
2. Exposures should be obtained in sets of three 15 minute
exposures dithered to the vertices of an 1″. 44 equilateral
triangle in order for each set to uniformly sample the
image plane.
3. The telescope must be able to dither to an accuracy of
0″. 1 or better.
Figure 16. Simulated MaNGA observation of a constant surface-brightness
ﬁeld showing the characteristic stippling pattern introduced by relative ﬂux
calibration errors between dithered exposures. Such errors introduce artiﬁcial
spatial structure correlated with the dithered ﬁber pattern. Grayscale stretch is
arbitrary; in this example the blackpoint (whitepoint) is set to 20% below
(above) the mean ﬂux, corresponding to an rms variation of about 8% over the
ﬁeld of view. Note that the simulated ﬁeld has been trimmed to omit effects
from regions at the edge of the IFU ﬁeld.
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4. Each plate should be observed for an integer number of
sets until the combined depth reaches a S/N of 5 Å−1
ﬁber−1 in the r-band continuum at a surface brightness of
23 AB arcsec−2.
5. All three exposures in a set must be observed within one
hour of each other (i.e., the change in hour angle between
the start of the ﬁrst exposure and the end of the last
exposure should be 1 hr or less), and in a single plugging
of a given plate.
6. All three exposures in a set should have (S/N)2 within a
factor of 2 of each other, and be obtained in atmospheric
seeing that varies by less than 0″. 8. Each set should be
obtained in median seeing of 2″. 0 or better.
7. All MaNGA exposures should be obtained in visibility
windows ∼ 2–6 hr in length corresponding to airmass
1.21⩽ .
8. MaNGA relative ﬂux calibration between exposures must
be good to ∼5% or better.
In reality, many of the issues considered here will tend to
average out over the course of the 3–4 sets that will typically be
obtained on a given plate since effects that cause a slight gap in
coverage for one set will often be ﬁlled in by another.
However, our objective in designing the MaNGA program is to
ensure that the depth, coverage, and image quality of the entire
survey is as good and uniform as possible for the entire
wavelength range of each of our 10,000 galaxies. In forth-
coming contributions (D. R. Law et al. 2015, in preparation,
R. Yan et al. 2015, in preparation) we will explore in greater
detail how well we succeed in meeting these goals.
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